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Abstract
The intention of this chapter is to introduce the ROXIE program package to
new and potential users by means of a worked example. It starts with the 2d
generation of a dipole magnet geometry, 2d field optimization, followed by
coil-end optimization and endspacer design, both for symmetric and asymmet-
ric cases. Finally an example of a simple iron yoke is discussed.
1 Introduction
The intention of this tutorial is to introduce the ROXIE program package to new and potential users by
means of a worked example. It is recommended to follow the steps indicated in the boxes. To work
through this example the ROXIE version 6.0 is required, featuring a graphical TCL/TK user interface
(Xroxie). More information on the interface can be found in the ‘Xroxie User Documentation’.
2 Running ROXIE for the first time
ROXIE is started by typing the command ’Xroxie’. This will load the ROXIE program and start the main
ROXIE window with a clear form containing no input data, shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1: ROXIE main menu (clear form)
The layout of the main window follows the block structure of the ROXIE input data file. The window is
split into sections that can be opened as pull-down menus by left-clicking with the mouse on the button
at the left hand side of the section label. Since the ROXIE data file contains a considerable amount of
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information it is not possible to display all data at once in a window environment. The solution is to allow
each section of the form to be ’rolled up’, if not needed. If the user changes a global option, Xroxie will
add a new section to the form so that it is possible to edit and specify necessary data. It is also possible
to start ROXIE by typing ’Xroxie [filename.data]’. In this case ROXIE will load the chosen file for the
startup.
Start the ROXIE program by typing Xroxie
Before you start editing your first ROXIE file you should set the paths for the ROXIE database files by
opening the pull-down menu ‘Run-Set Paths’. The initial window is shown in Fig. 2. Here all options
should be set like used printers, the editor you prefer and also the paths to all material data files ROXIE
possibly needs while running.
Fig. 2: Setting path for the ROXIE database files
3 2d geometry creation
To create a new input file, you can edit the clear form or you can use an existing sample file. If the
sample file is not available type-in the data as shown in Fig. 3. It is not necessary to type all lines in the
Block Data 2d section. A pull down menu can be opened by clicking on the button above the scroll bar
to the right hand side of the section table and choose ’Duplicate multiple lines...’. In the same pull-down
menu you can renumber the new duplicated entries, sort or delete them. You should then also ’auto fit’
the table size. Since we want to design a symmetric coil first, the toggle button ’Symmetric coil’ in the
section ’Main options’ has to be turned on. Note the different cable names defining the cable in the inner
layer blocks 3-6 and outer layer blocks 1 and 2.
Generate form as shown in Fig. 3
In a later case we will define asymmetric coils. In this case the toggle button ’Symmetric coil’ has to be
set to false. In case, you are switching on the toggle button ’2D-Peak field in coil (LPEAK) as shown in
fig. 3, you also have to specify the blocks in which you want the peak field to be calculated and printed.
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Fig. 3: 2D Block definition
4 The Preview Window
It is not necessary to run the program and immediately produce postscript plots to display the coil ge-
ometry. You can also open a preview window as shown in Fig. 4, using the menu option ’Run – Open
preview window’ command.
Open a preview window
  The buttons ’XY’, ’YZ’ and ’SZ’ allow the user to change the actual view of the cross section. The
preview window shown in Fig. 4 presents a quater of the coil transversal cross section (XY-View).
The actual view is shown on the left hand side of the preview window. The buttons ’YZ’ and ’SZ’
(not available at current state) are only used in the 3d case.
 
’1,2...’ will cycle between showing no numbering, showing block numbering and showing cable
numbering on the image. As shown in Fig. 4 block numbering is activated.
 
’Cable’ will toggle between displaying the cable bare or insulated. The current state is shown on
the left hand side of the preview window also.
  The buttons ’Imag’, ’Layer’ and ’Edge’ (not available at current state) are only used in the 3d case.
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Fig. 4: Preview window (inverted colour representation)
 
’Update’ will update the images according to the current state of the form given to ROXIE. This
button will need to be used if the ROXIE form is modified or a new form is loaded.
 
’Close’ will close the preview window.
  When the mouse is directed to one of the coil’s conductors, the appropriated conductor is high-
lighted and its coordinates are shown on the left hand side of the preview window.
5 Producing Postscript Plots
Setting LPLOT=true (clicking on the toggle button ’Postscript plots’ in section ’Main options’) creates
the new section ’Plotting Information 2D’ as shown in Fig. 5. Here the user has to specify the plots to
be produced by ROXIE. It is not possible to produce postscripts while running an optimization. Figure
5 shows a selection of available plots. The columns ’No’,’X-axis’, ’Colour’ and ’360deg’ do not need
any explanation. Right hand clicking with the mouse in the cells of the column ’Field’ shows the current
plotting possibilities.
Fig. 5: 2D Plot definition window
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If field values are to be displayed in the coil the blocks in which the fields are calculated have to be
specified in the section ’Blocks(Peak fields, FEM plots)’ as done in the sample input file (see Fig. 5).
Edit your input file according to the sample shown in Fig. 5
If you press the toggle button ’Display graph axis’ the horizontal axis will be plotted as shown in Fig. 6.
It is also possible to display a legend by setting the toggle button ’Display legend’ to true. Pressing the
button ’Run ROXIE’ starts the program. If you have not yet saved the file, ROXIE will request saving
first. To save the file, you can equally use the command ’Save form as...’ in the pull-down menu ’File’.
Run your first ROXIE input file
Since ROXIE will check for missing information in a form before it is saved or ROXIE is run, you can
usually not miss the input data of whole sections. ROXIE has however only a limited number of checks
for physical validity of input data.
Fig. 6: Postscript plot of the coil cross-section
You can see the results by pressing the button ’View Postscripts’. Fig. 6 shows the 5th postscript-plot as
seen using ghostview. It shows the cross-section of the dipole magnet.
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6 2-dimensional optimization
ROXIE offers several algorithms for different optimization problems. To run an optimization, you have
to turn on the option ’Optimization algorithms (LALGO)’ in section ’Main options’ and set the option
’Postscript plots (LPLOT)’ to false as shown in Figure 7. This creates new sections ’Design Variables’
and ’Objectives’ as shown in Fig. 7, automatically. You have to specify in the section ’Design Variables’
the starting point and the upper and lower bound for each design variable to be applied to the coil. The
section ’Objectives’ contains data defining the objective function setup. The entries in the ’String’ and
’Oper’ fields in the table can also be selected from a menu by right-clicking in the appropriate cell. They
define the way the objective function is set up, e.g. the usage of objective weighting resp. constraint
formulation of the objective function. ROXIE also offers a help menu activated by left-clicking with the
mouse on the string to which the further information is needed.
Fig. 7: Window for the definition of design variables and objectives for the optimization problem
For our case study shown in Fig. 7 the positioning angles of blocks 2, 5 and 6 ’PHI0’ are declared as
design variables, while the goal is to reduce the relative field components (harmonics 	
 and  ).
Note, that the weighting factors allow the user to define preferences for the objectives and allow for
scaling of the different objectives because of their different numerical value. An optimization algorithm
has to be chosen in section ’Global Information’. Left-clicking with the mouse on the button ’Opti-
mization algorithm’ in this section will show all available algorithms. For this case study the algorithm
’EXTREM’ should be used.
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Edit your input file as shown in Fig. 7 and run your first optimization with ROXIE. Do
not forget to chose an optimization algorithm. Make sure the 2d peak field calculation is
switched off
Starting the optimization yields an output file called ’filename.output’. The optimal values for the posi-
tioning angles have to be transferred by hand to a new input file for ’post-processing’ of the results (Xs
in the design variable block). To read the output file you can use any editor of your choice available
on your platform e.g. ’emacs’ or ’nedit’. During the run of an optimization with the plotting informa-
tion switched off, all data in the section ’Plotting Information 2D’ is stored in the background although
the section itself is not displayed in the window. The stored data can be reactivated after the optimiza-
tion is finished. Although it is not possible to produce postscript plots of the coil geometry during an
optimization, ROXIE produces two postscript plots after each optimization run. These plots contain the
convergence curves of the different objectives declared and can be opened with pressing the button ’View
Postscripts’.
Start a second run with the optimized values for the angles and produce the postscript plots
of the final design.
Fig. 8 shows the 6th postscript plot as seen using ghostview. It shows the magnetic field modulus
inside the coil blocks.
Fig. 8: Postscript Plot of the field inside the coil blocks
By switching on the option ’Design Variable Printout (LINPUT)’, it is also possible to produce a file
[filename.scan] that allows the user to read-in an optimized set of variables as new input file. To read
in the design set the user has to press the button above the scroll bar in section ’Design Variables’
and choosing ’Read in design set...’. This is in particular useful when the number of design variables
increases.
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7 Coil end design
To design a 3-dimensional coil end, the use of ROXIE is very similar to the 2-dimensional case. The
easiest way to start is to use a 2-dimensional case and save it with a different file name. Turn on ’Coil
end design (LEND)’ in section ’Main options’. This yields two new sections: ’Global Information 3D’
and ’Block Data 3D’ as shown in Fig. 9. Section ’3D Block Data’ contains all information which has to
be defined in addition to the 2d data described in chapter 3.
Fig. 9: 3D Block definition window
Change your 2D case to the new 3D case using ’File save as’ in the pull down menu ’File’
as shown in Fig. 9. Do not forget to change the filename before saving.
In ’Global Information 3D’ the special information and options required to configure ROXIE for 3D coil
end calculations is defined.
 
’Number of blocks in the outer layer’ is to be declared for endspacer design in order to keep the
numbering of the end-pieces consistent. Note that the central post and the head-spacers have only
one machined surface. In the symmetric case two layers can be treated at the same time whereas
in the asymmetric case the blocks on one side have to be grouped as ’outer layer coil blocks’ to
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Fig. 10: Postscript plot of the symmetric coil end (inner layer)
Fig. 11: Postscript plot of the symmetric coil end (outer layer)
guarantee the numbering of blocks and end spacers remains consistent. In the artists view, the outer
layer coil blocks appear in blue colour and the inner layer coil blocks in orange. For instance, the
inner and the outer layer of a coil end are shown in Fig. 10 and in Fig. 11, respectively.
 
’Cable size incr., less end-comp.’ gives the increase of insulation thickness (azimuthal) in the coil
ends due to less compression.
 
’Number of cuts in Z-plane’ means the number of cuts in the z-direction between the xy-cross-
section and the yz-cross-section. Usually about 20 cuts will be sufficient. The maximum number
is 25.
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 ’Length of extension into -z direction’ means the length of straight section into -z direction (seen
from the onset of the coil end at z=0). Note, that if the coil is imaged at z=0 the straight section
has always to be zero.
A detailed help menu to all expressions is offered and activated by left-clicking with the mouse on the
expression. Therefore a detailed explanation of the input data is omitted here. If you want to produce
3-dimensional postscript plots you have to edit section ’Plotting Information 3D’ as shown in Fig. 12.
The instructions will produce the 3D-postscript plots of the inner and outer layer of the coil.
You will get a selection menu with pre-defined symbols by right-clicking with the mouse in the appro-
priate cell. Again, it is not necessary to produce postscript plots to preview the coil geometry. As for the
2d cases a preview window is offered in 3D.
Run the 3-dimensional case
8 Integrated 3d field harmonics
For the calculation of the 3d field harmonics the toggle button ’3D Harmonics’ has to be switched on.
This creates the new section ’Integral field 3D’ which is also shown in Fig. 12. Together with the start
and end of the integration path, the onset of the iron yoke has to be specified. As the imaging method is
used to calculate the effect of the iron yoke, saturation induced effects are neglected. It is also necessary
that the start and end of the integration path is sufficiently far away from any discontinuity in the iron
yoke.
9 The Preview Window for the 3D Case
ROXIE offers the use of a preview window in the 3-dimensional case, too. To activate it, open the
pull-down menu and press ’Run – Open preview window’. Figure 13 and Fig. 14 both show an opened
preview window for the 3d coil end geometry.
There are different views available and it is possible to toggle between them:
  The button ’XY’ opens the view on the coil transversal cross section.
  The button ’YZ’ opens the view on the coil longitudinal cross section as shown in Fig. 13.
  Pressing the button ’SZ’ presents two different views on the coil as shown in Fig. 14. The lower
part of the Figure shows one half of the coil end seen as artist view. The upper part of the Figure
shows the same coil end while the viewer sees the lower radius of the coil.
The numbering of the blocks and conductors can be shown by pressing the button ’1,2...’ as shown in
Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. Moving the mouse on one of the conductors displays the coordinates on the left hand
side of the window. To close the preview window press the button ’Close’.
10 3-dimensional Optimization
As mentioned in chapter 6, you have to set ’Postscript plots (LPLOT)’ to false while turning the op-
tion ’Optimization Algorithm (LALGO)’ to true. The actions to be taken to run a 3D optimization with
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Fig. 12: 3D integral field calculation window
ROXIE are identical to the 2-dimensional case. You have to edit the sections ’Design Variables’ and
’Objectives’ as shown in Fig. 15.
As an example for a 3-dimensional optimization use DZZ0 as a design variable. The value DZZ0 rep-
resents the straight section of the coil end. In the sample file shown in Fig. 15 the values of B3R are
optimized with a distance function method. B3R represents the average field components along the coil
end (here of order 3,5,7 and 9). Again, rightclicking with the mouse in the cells of the column ’String’ ac-
tivates pull-down menus containing the pre-defined design variables or objectives. The values in column
’Weight’ are the weighting factors mentioned in chapter 6.
Do not forget to chose an optimization algorithm in section ’Global Information’ before starting your
ROXIE run. It is also recomended to reduce the discretization of the cable i.e. group 4 strands
together to one line current, 1:9 instead of 2:18 in the Block Data 2d widget.
11 3D Endspacer design (symmetric)
ROXIE offers a complete tool to design symmetric and asymmetric coil end spacers including an in-
terface for CNC machining. You can start with the 3D sample file produced in chapter 7. First turn
on ’Wedge/Endspacer design (LEND)’ in section ’Main Options’ as shown in Fig. 16. Make sure that
’Postscript plots (LPLOT)’ is activated and ’Optimization algorithms (LALGO)’ in ’Main Options’ is set
to false. To produce endspacer plots you can edit section ’Plotting information 3D’ as shown in Fig. 16.
The column ’View’ gives a description of what view angles of the coil end are possible. Rightclicking
with the mouse in the appropriate cells will show a list of available options. Note that for plotting of
endspacers the polygons created for CNC machining are needed. So you have to turn on ’CNC Machin-
ing (LCNC)’ in section ’Interface options’ as shown in Fig. 16, too. While creating a CNC file, the cold
contraction factor in section ’Global Information’ has to be zero.
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Fig. 13: YZ cross section of the dipole coil end (inverted colour representation)
Fig. 14: SZ plane of the dipole coil end (inverted colour representation)
Edit and run the input file for endspacer design
Fig.17 shows the 27th of the postscript-plots as seen using ghostview. It shows the endspacers of the
outer layer in symmetric case seen from the top while fig. 18 shows the endspacers of the inner layer in
symmetric case.
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Fig. 15: 3D optimization data
12 3D Coil and endspacer design (connection side)
To design asymmetric coils and endspacers use the sample file you created in chapter 11 and save it with a
different file name. You first have to set the option ’Symmetric coil (LSYMM)’ in section ’Main options’
to false. Then two new columns ’Imag’ and ’Turn’ appear in section ’Block Data 2D’ automatically as
shown in Fig.19:
  The ’Imag’ field is used to mirror blocks at the x-axis. You can chose between the setting ’Imag’=1
(imaged at the x-axis) or ’Imag’=0 (not imaged).
  The ’Turn’ field is used to shift blocks with an azimuthal angle in mathematical positive direction.
Setting ’Turn’ to 0 means the block won’t be shifted. The given values are expected in degrees.
Type-in the missing data of the sample file as shown in Fig.19
Make sure that ’CNC Machining’ in section ’Interface Options’ is still activated. In the asymmetric case
only one layer can be treated at the time. The turns which cross-over from one coil block to another in
end have to be defined as a single block as shown in fig. 20. The layer definitions are then used to define
left and right side of the coil, e.g. defining left side as ”outer layer”.
If the blocks are connected in the xy cross-section, the definition of relative angles PHIR and ALPHR
as shown in fig. 19 can be useful. It is possible to determine the angles in section ’Design Variables’
in column ’string’. Right clicking with the mouse in this column gives all available possibilities. The
arguments ’PHIR’ and ’ALPHR’ can be found choosing the menu ’2D Block positions - PHIR’ or ’2D
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Fig. 16: 3D plot definitions in case of endspacer design
Block positions - ALPHR’, respectively. In this case PHIR of the n-th block refers to the positioning
angle relative to block number n-1, while ALPHR is the relative inclination angle. In fig. 19 e.g. the
relative angle of block no. 2 with respect to block no. 1 is chosen as ’0’.
Fig.20 and 21 show the coil in the XY and SZ planes as displayed in the preview window.
In the asymmetric case layer by layer (with upper and lower edges of the cable) or both layers at the
same time can be displayed. In the latter case only the upper edges or the lower edges are displayed.
It is possible to produce postscript plots of the designed asymmetric endspacers in various views. Fig. 22
shows a selection of available plots. In column ’View’ is an integer value expected, that represents the
single views. Fig.23 shows the 31th postscript plot of the end spacers for the asymmetric case as shown
using ghostview. This special plot refers to No.2 in section ’Plotting Information 3D’.
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Fig. 17: Postscript plot of the symmetric coil end spacers (outer layer)
Fig. 18: Postscript plot of the symmetric coil end spacers (inner layer)
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Fig. 19: Window for an asymmetric coil end
Fig. 20: Cross-section of asymmetric coil end (inverted colour representation)
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Fig. 21: SZ plane display of asymmetric coil end (inverted colour representation)
Fig. 22: 3D Plotting information for asymmetric end spacers
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Fig. 23: Postscript plot of the asymmetric coil and end spacers
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13 Iron cross-section definition
To calculate the influence of the iron yoke on the field, e.g. saturation induced field errors, ROXIE offers
the user two different calculation methods. The first method uses a reduced vector potential formulation
and solves the problem with the finite-element method implemented in the FEM2D program ( c TU-
Graz/Austria). The second method works with a total vector potential formulation and solves the field
problem using a coupled boundary element / finite element method ( c TU-Stuttgart/Germany). Charac-
teristic for both methods is that the coils aren’t represented in the finite element mesh. This allows the
user to model the coil and iron yoke separately.
Fig. 24: Definition of the iron yoke
Therefore the inputfile ’[filename.data]’ remains the same with only small changes and the finite element
mesh is defined in a separate file named ’[filename.iron]’. The syntax of the iron file is explained in
detail lateron.
First step in the setting up of a finite element method (FEM) or a coupled BEM-FEM calculation is to
specify the entire coil without the use of symmetries by setting the toggle button ’LSYMM’ in section
’Main options’ to false. Then you can either define each single coil block in the 2d coil block definition
window or declare layers to which single blocks refer. If you want to use layers, switch on the toggle
button ’Definition of layers’ as shown in fig. 24. This creates the new section ’Layer’ automatically.
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 ’No’ is the numbering of the Layers.
 
’Symm’ is the default geometric symmetry of the layer. For the dipole case the no. ’2’ should be
choosen as shown in fig. 24.
 
’Blocks’ lists the block numbers which are related to the appropriate layer.
Then you have to specify the maximum angle of the harmonic analysis within the FEM mesh area
in section ’Design Variables’ while setting the variable ’SYMMR’=90. In the same section, you also
can declare the radius of the fringing field calculation as shown in fig. 24, if you want a fringing field to
be calculated.
Type-in the missing data for the iron case study as shown in fig. 24
As mentioned before, the iron geometry is modelled in the iron file ’[filename.iron]’ which can be edited
with an editor of your choice. Make sure that the filename corresponds to the appropriate data file. In the
iron file you define your geometry using keypoints and lines to model the geometrical shape. Lines can
be straight lines, arcs or elliptic arcs. A special editor called ’Xhermes’ editor is offered to create an iron
input file. It is also possible to create the input file with usual editors. Furthermore, ROXIE supports the
use of macros to create more complicated iron models. The use of the Xhermes editor is explained in
section 15. While you are modelling, switch off the toggle button ’FEM calculation (LFEM)’ in section
’Main Options’ and turn on the button ’Iron Modeller (LIRON)’. All values given in the iron file are
expected in m. It is therefore useful to use capital letters for symbols defined in mm and small letters for
symbols defined in m.
14 Generating a new iron file
Fig. 25: Input file for simple iron yoke
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Users can create new iron files using an usual text editor. The created iron file need to have a name
’[filename.iron]’ according to the existing data file named ’[filename.data]’.
First step is to declare the principal structure of the yoke by defining so called keypoints. These keypoints
should sketch the geometry, additional keypoints, lines and material areas can be defined either directly
in the iron file or by using the Xhermes editor later. If you are defining keypoints, lines and areas without
using the Xhermes editor, be aware of the correct syntax as explained in ’THE Hermes PREPROCESSOR
FOR FEM2D. Fig. 25 shows the syntax to define keypoints. It is possible to type in the x- and y-
coordinates or radius and angle to specify a point uniquely. As shown in the sample file, declaration of
symbols is allowed. To specify keypoints, you can also use coordinates of keypoints that are already
existing as done with keypoint no.2, e.g.
15 The Xhermes editor
To edit an existing iron file with the Xhermes editor, open the Graphical FEM viewer by choosing the
menu ’Iron - open graphical FEM viewer’. If you open the iron previewer for the first time, ROXIE will
ask you to confirm the creation of the preview file and open the preview window after your confirmation.
Pressing the button ’Edit...’ in the Graphical FEM viewer opens the Xhermes editor. The appearing
display of the Xhermes editor depends on the current display mode of the preview viewer. There are
three different possibilities as shown in fig. 26. Users will get the left window when opening the Xhermes
editor in node editing modus, the window in the middle in line editing modus and the window on the
right hand side in area editing modus.
Fig. 26: Xhermes editor modes
  To add nodes, it is possible to go into the node editing modus and press the button ’Add’ in
the appropriate section. This opens a small window where you can type-in the new nodes. To
save the new nodes press the button ’Apply’. This runs the hermes preprocessor and saves all
changes you made. With the same procedure users can add symbols using the Xhermes editor.
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It is assumed, that the syntax corresponds to the definitions of keypoints as described in ’THE
Hermes PREPROCESSOR FOR FEM2D by J.Lucas.
  Lines between keypoints can be added by changing the preview window state into line mode that
also changes the Xhermes editor mode. First press the button ’Add lines’. This changes the display
of the mouse cursor. Leftclicking with the mouse on keypoints connects them with lines. To save
the changes click the right mouse button and press the button ’Apply’ afterwards. Then the new
lines are added to the iron file. To unselect them click on one of the selected lines.
With the same procedure arcs or ellipsis can be added. Then users also have to specify the radius
of the arc in cell ’rad’ or click on a third point to describe the ellipsis, respectively. Note, that it
is not possible to add different line types in one operation. Xhermes serielly numbers the line
names as default but it is also possible to give user defined names by typing the name in the cell
’Name’ and pressing ’Return’. Furthermore, line names have to be unique and Xhermes will delete
the first line if you use the name of a line twice. If you want to change the boundary condition of
a line, click on the toggle button of the appropriate boundary before you apply the changes.
To delete lines (straight lines, arcs or ellipsis), select the line and press the button ’Delete’. Lines
can only get deleted if they are not part of a material area. If they are, you have to delete the
connected area first. It is possible to select and delete more than one line by holding the ’Ctrl’ key
on the keyboard while left-clicking on the appropriate lines.
  Areas can be added or deleted in the macro element mode of the graphical FEM viewer. Therefore
press the button ’Macro EM’ to change to macro element mode. Type-in the material wished to be
referred to the new area and press the ’Return’ key to confirm the change of material. Then press
the button ’Add macro element’ and select the new area. Again it is possible to select more than
one area by holding the ’Ctrl’ key. Right-clicking with the mouse confirms all selected areas and
pressing the button ’Apply’ saves the changes to the iron file. To delete a material area, select the
area and press the button ’Delete’. Then press ’Apply’ to save the changes.
  Pressing the button ’Reload’ updates the current view and shows all changes made.
  The button ’Close’ closes the graphical FEM viewer.
Note that the iron file differs depending on the choosen method to solve the field problem. Make
sure, that the declaration of boundaries is correct and that the iron file contains no air areas in case of the
BEM/FEM coupling method.
16 The preview window for the iron model
Starting a ROXIE run with an existing iron file ’[filename.iron]’ creates a mesh that can be previewed
by opening the pull-down menu ’Iron - Open Graphical FEM viewer’. Existing iron files can be opened
using the menu item ’View Iron file’ in the same pull-down menu, too.
 
’Hide Labels’: Pressing this button toggles between showing the appropriate labels for nodes, lines
or areas and hiding them. The button indication changes according to the actual state.
 
’Zooming’,’Auto-fit’: Leftclicking with the mouse in the iron preview window zooms an area,
marked while moving the mouse. Using the button ’Auto-fit’ reproduces the original size.
  Pressing the button ’Nodes’ shows the nodes. This is the default view, shown by ROXIE when the
window is opened for the first time.
  Pressing the button ’Lines’ shows the declared nodes and the lines with the appropriate line names.
In addition the chosen boundaries are marked.
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Fig. 27: Preview window for simple iron yoke (inverted colour representation)
  The button ’Macro EM’ (Macro Elements) presents the macro element numbering and the chosen
macro elements. Again different boundaries are marked. In this mode, RXIE also shows you the
different materials used: they are marked with different colours.
  Pressing the button ’Finite EM’ displays the finite element mesh.
  Pressing the button ’Edit...’ opens the Xhermes editor as additional window on the right hand side
of the preview window. Xhermes gives the user the possibility to change the yoke geometry very
easily and is explained in detail in section 15.
  After changeing the actual geometry, press the button ’Reload’ to reload the file and update the
view.
 
’Close’ will close the iron preview window.
17 FEM calculations considering the iron yoke
Fig. 28: Choosing coupled boundary - finite element method
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After modelling the iron file, the users have to choose the solving algorithm: switching on the toggle
button ’FEM calculation (LFEM)’ in section ’Main options’ as shown in fig. 24 for solving the field
problem with the finite element method or choose the toggle button ’BEM-FEM coupling (LBEMFEM)’
in section ’Interface Options’ as shown in fig. 28 for solving the field problem with the coupled boundary
- finite element method. Start the ROXIE program by pressing the button ’Run ROXIE’.























Fig. 29: Total field considering the simple iron yoke, FEM calculation
Fig. 29 shows the total field calculated by ROXIE using the reduced vector potential formulation and con-
sidering the simple iron yoke while fig. 30 shows the distribution of the total vector potential calculated
with the coupled BEM/FEM method.
Run the first FEM calculation
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Fig. 30: Total vector potential considering the simple iron yoke, coupled BEM/FEM calculation
18 Calculation of transfer functions
ROXIE offers a special tool to calculate the transfer function of a magnet while ramping. To produce
the transfer function, switch on the toggle button ’FEM Transfer Function (LEXIT)’ in section ’Global
Information’. This yields to a new section ’Transfer function (Current Factors)’. In this section users
can specify the base points where the transfer function will be calculated. If nothing is specified in this
section, ROXIE calculates automatically 10 aquidistant base points between the 0 and the nominal current
value, that is defined in section ’Block Data 2D’. If the user declares current factors, ROXIE will multiply
the specified factor with the nominal current and calculate the transfer function only at the specified
values. In both cases an additional plot as shown in fig. 32 is created and shows the transferfunctions
that are specified in section in section ’Objectives’ (see fig. 31). The plot can be displayed by pressing
the button ’View Postscripts’
Fig. 31: Objectives for the transfer function
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While calculating a transfer function, the toggle button ’Postscript Plots (LPLOT)’ in section ’Main
Options’ should be switched off.







Fig. 32: Transfer function of the iron case
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